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Executive Summary 

In 2010, the U.S. Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) user facility 
procured 3- and 5-cm wavelength radars for documenting the macrophysical, microphysical, and 
dynamical structure of precipitating systems. In order to maximize the scientific impact, ARM supported 
the development of an application chain to correct for various phenomena in order to retrieve the lowest 
retrieved value on a Cartesian grid. This report details the motivation, science, and progress to date, as 
well as charting a path forward. 
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1.0 Introduction 
The U.S. Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) user facility has a long 
history of deploying precipitation weather radars. These precipitation radars scan across various azimuths 
and elevations, collecting precipitation characteristics across a wide domain (typically on the order of a 
couple of hundred kilometers from the radar site). Weather radar data are collected in native antenna 
coordinates, with dimensions azimuth (angle from degrees north, rotating clockwise around the radar), 
and range (distance from the radar). These data dimensions can make it difficult to directly compare to 
data on Cartesian grids (ex. x, y or latitude, longitude). One of the first data transformations users usually 
apply is mapping radar data from antenna to Cartesian coordinates, which is one of the most used features 
in the Python ARM Radar Toolkit (Py-ART; Helmus and Collis 2017). 

The Surface Atmosphere Integrated Field Laboratory (SAIL) field campaign near Crested Butte, 
Colorado offers a unique challenge − large variations in terrain height around the radar. The radar beam is 
often blocked by mountains, which can create challenges when working with data. Surface Quantitative 
Precipitation Estimation (SQUIRE) combines the antenna-to-Cartesian data transformation, as well as 
extracting the lowest gate available for each grid cell in the domain. This provides data fields on a grid 
that modelers or other scientists can add to their analysis, including surface estimates of liquid 
precipitation. 

2.0 Data Processing Workflow 
The SQUIRE product makes use of another ARM value-added product (VAP), Corrected Moments in 
Antenna Coordinates (CMAC). The CMAC data are used as input for the gridding algorithm. 

 
Figure 1. SQUIRE workflow, transforming CMAC data with quantitative precipitation estimate (QPE) 

fields to a gridded product valid at the lowest vertical level at each point. 
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2.1 CMAC Output 

2.1.1 Colorado State University (CSU) X-Band Radar Moments 

The core radar moment used in this VAP is the horizontal reflectivity field, provided by the CMAC 
output. This reflectivity field was corrected for attenuation and beam blockage, resulting in a clean field 
for use within this product. For a more detailed description of the radar moments available in the X-band 
radar near the SAIL site, read the CMAC technical document. 

2.1.2 Snow QPE Fields 

The CMAC data include liquid equivalent from snowfall estimates, using a variety of empirical 
relationships represented by the equivalent radar reflectivity factor (Ze) to liquid-equivalent 
snowfall rates (Ze = aSb) relationship, described in Section 2.5 of the CMAC XPRECIPRADAR 
technical document (O’Brien et al. 2023). A summary of the relationships used are described in 
Table 1. 

Table 1. Empirical relationships used to calculate estimated snowfall rates from radar. 

Source Z(S) A coefficient B coefficient Rada band 

Wolfe and Snider (2012) Z = 110S2 110 2 S 

WSR-88D High Plains Z = 130S2 130 2 S 

Braham (1990) 1 Z = 67S1.28 67 1.28 X 

Braham (1990) 2 Z = 114S1.39 114 1.39 X 

These values, as with the radar moments, are in the native antenna coordinates. An example of the 
reflectivity and snowfall field (using the Braham [1990] 1 relationship) is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2. Horizontal reflectivity (left) and estimated QPE from snow (right) at 4 degrees elevation 

using the Braham (1990) 1 Z(S) relationship. 
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2.2 Transformation to a Cartesian Grid 

When mapping from antenna coordinates to Cartesian coordinates, there are a variety of gridding 
algorithms to choose from. In this case, we chose the nearest-neighbor interpolation routine. The gridding 
parameters are provided in Table 2. 

Table 2. Cartesian gridding algorithm and domain parameters. 

Domain horizontal 
extent (x direction 

by y direction) 
Domain 

vertical extent 
Horizontal 
resolution 

Vertical 
resolution 

Gridding 
routine 

Radius of 
influence 

40 km x 40 km 5 km 250 m 250 m Nearest 
neighbor 

250 m 

2.3 Locating the Surface 

One of the challenges this product attempts to overcome is representing precipitation characteristics 
around terrain. More specifically, which vertical level to choose? If one decides to use the lowest vertical 
level in the domain (250 meters above ground level), terrain enhanced or even blocked regions are 
excluded. An example of the terrain complexity and its impact on the radar is shown in Figure 3. 

 
Figure 3. Gate identification, as determined by the fuzzy logic algorithm implemented in CMAC, with 

the 4-degree elevation (left) and the 6-degree elevation (right) plotted. 

We attempt to deal with this complexity by reducing it to a horizontal domain (latitude, longitude), where 
the lowest vertical level, not blocked by terrain, is selected at each grid cell. An example of the lowest 
vertical level for a given grid is shown in Figure 4. Notice how higher terrain, and distance from the radar, 
require higher vertical levels. 
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Figure 4. The lowest vertical level for each grid cell, with the SAIL domain and terrain contoured. For 

much of the East River Basin, the lowest vertical level is near a few hundred meters, but due 
to the terrain, the eastern portion of the terrain requires values from higher elevations. 

These vertical levels are used to subset the grid, reducing the dimensionality from three dimensional 
(height above ground level, latitude, longitude) to two dimensional (latitude, longitude). The corrected 
horizontal reflectivity, QPE fields, and lowest vertical level are provided in the output. An example of one 
of the snowfall QPE fields is provided in Figure 5. 

 
Figure 5. Example snowfall rate field, valid at the lowest vertical level. 
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3.0 Challenges 
Analyzing remotely sensed precipitation fields near terrain is an inherently challenging task. The radar 
beam can be contaminated by mountains, trees, or other objects. There is also a high amount of 
uncertainty when estimating liquid precipitation from snow, as is mentioned in the CMAC technical 
document. This is a best-estimate product, using the terrain, precipitation, and scientific information 
available. 

4.0 Future Work 
Currently, reflectivity and snowfall rates are projected from the lowest valid elevation to the surface 
without correcting for the change in reflectivity factor with height. Future work will look at the change of 
reflectivity factor with height from the Ka-band ARM Zenith Radar and the radar inputs to SQUIRE and 
correct for this. 

A similar methodology would be helpful when looking at rainfall around complex terrain, including the 
Remote Sensing of Electrification, Lightning, and Mesoscale/Microscale Processes with Adaptive Ground 
Observations (RELAMPAGO)-Cloud, Aerosol, and Complex Terrain Interactions (CACTI) campaign in 
the Sierras de Córdoba region of Argentina. 

Furthermore, as improvements are made to CMAC fields, such as gate-ID, SQUIRE will be updated to 
reflect these improvements. 
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Appendix A 
– 

Output Data 

netcdf SAIL_SQUIRE_DOD_v1 { 

dimensions: 

 time = 1 ; 

 y = 161 ; 

 x = 161 ; 

variables: 

 int64 time(time) ; 

  time:long_name = "Time in Seconds from Volume Start" ; 

  time:calendar = "standard" ; 

  time:standard_name = "time" ; 

 int64 y(y) ; 

  y:long_name = "Y distance on the projection plane from the origin" ; 

  y:units = "m" ; 

  y:standard_name = "projection_y_coordinate" ; 

  y:axis = "Y" ; 

 int64 x(x) ; 

  x:long_name = "X distance on the projection plane from the origin" ; 

  x:units = "m" ; 

  x:standard_name = "projection_x_coordinate" ; 

  x:axis = "X" ; 
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 double DBZ(time, y, x) ; 

  DBZ:_FillValue = -32768. ; 

  DBZ:long_name = "Equivalent Radar Reflectivity Factor" ; 

  DBZ:units = "dBZ" ; 

  DBZ:standard_name = "equivalent_reflectivity_factor" ; 

  DBZ:coordinates = "lat z lon" ; 

 double corrected_reflectivity(time, y, x) ; 

  corrected_reflectivity:_FillValue = 1.e+20 ; 

  corrected_reflectivity:long_name = "Corrected reflectivity" ; 

  corrected_reflectivity:units = "dBZ" ; 

  corrected_reflectivity:standard_name = "corrected_equivalent_reflectivity_factor" ; 

  corrected_reflectivity:coordinates = "lat z lon" ; 

 double rain_rate_A(time, y, x) ; 

  rain_rate_A:_FillValue = 1.e+20 ; 

  rain_rate_A:long_name = "Rainfall Rate from Specific Attenuation" ; 

  rain_rate_A:units = "mm/hr" ; 

  rain_rate_A:comment = "Rain rate calculated from specific_attenuation, 
R=43.5*specific_attenuation**0.79, note R=0.0 where norm coherent power < 0.4 or rhohv < 0.8" ; 

  rain_rate_A:valid_min = "0.0" ; 

  rain_rate_A:valid_max = "400.0" ; 

  rain_rate_A:coordinates = "elevation azimuth range" ; 

  rain_rate_A:standard_name = "rainfall_rate" ; 

 double snow_rate_ws88diw(time, y, x) ; 

  snow_rate_ws88diw:_FillValue = 1.e+20 ; 

  snow_rate_ws88diw:long_name = "Snowfall rate from Z using WSR 88D High Plains" ; 

  snow_rate_ws88diw:units = "mm/h" ; 

  snow_rate_ws88diw:standard_name = "snowfall_rate" ; 
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  snow_rate_ws88diw:coordinates = "lat z lon" ; 

  snow_rate_ws88diw:valid_min = "0" ; 

  snow_rate_ws88diw:valid_max = "500" ; 

  snow_rate_ws88diw:swe_ratio = "13.699" ; 

  snow_rate_ws88diw:A = "40" ; 

  snow_rate_ws88diw:B = "2" ; 

 double snow_rate_m2009_1(time, y, x) ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_1:_FillValue = 1.e+20 ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_1:long_name = "Snowfall rate from Z using Matrosov et al.(2009) 
Braham(1990) 1" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_1:units = "mm/h" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_1:standard_name = "snowfall_rate" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_1:coordinates = "lat z lon" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_1:valid_min = "0" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_1:valid_max = "500" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_1:swe_ratio = "13.699" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_1:A = "67" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_1:B = "1.28" ; 

 double snow_rate_m2009_2(time, y, x) ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_2:_FillValue = 1.e+20 ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_2:long_name = "Snowfall rate from Z using Matrosov et al.(2009) 
Braham(1990) 2" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_2:units = "mm/h" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_2:standard_name = "snowfall_rate" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_2:coordinates = "lat z lon" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_2:valid_min = "0" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_2:valid_max = "500" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_2:swe_ratio = "13.699" ; 
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  snow_rate_m2009_2:A = "114" ; 

  snow_rate_m2009_2:B = "1.39" ; 

 double snow_rate_ws2012(time, y, x) ; 

  snow_rate_ws2012:_FillValue = 1.e+20 ; 

  snow_rate_ws2012:long_name = "Snowfall rate from Z using Wolf and Snider (2012)" ; 

  snow_rate_ws2012:units = "mm/h" ; 

  snow_rate_ws2012:standard_name = "snowfall_rate" ; 

  snow_rate_ws2012:coordinates = "lat z lon" ; 

  snow_rate_ws2012:valid_min = "0" ; 

  snow_rate_ws2012:valid_max = "500" ; 

  snow_rate_ws2012:swe_ratio = "13.699" ; 

  snow_rate_ws2012:A = "110" ; 

  snow_rate_ws2012:B = "2" ; 

 double z(time, y, x) ; 

  z:_FillValue = NaN ; 

  z:long_name = "Z distance on the projection plane from the origin" ; 

  z:units = "m" ; 

  z:standard_name = "projection_z_coordinate" ; 

  z:axis = "Z" ; 

  z:positive = "up" ; 

 double lowest_height(time, y, x) ; 

  lowest_height:_FillValue = -9999.9 ; 

  lowest_height:long_name = "Height of the lowest Radar Gate" ; 

  lowest_height:units = "m" ; 

  lowest_height:coordinates = "lat z lon" ; 

  lowest_height:standard_name = "height" ; 

 double lat(y) ; 
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  lat:_FillValue = NaN ; 

  lat:long_name = "North latitude" ; 

  lat:units = "degree_N" ; 

  lat:standard_name = "latitude" ; 

  lat:valid_min = "-90" ; 

  lat:valid_max = "90" ; 

 double lon(x) ; 

  lon:_FillValue = NaN ; 

  lon:long_name = "East longitude" ; 

  lon:units = "degree_E" ; 

  lon:standard_name = "longitude" ; 

  lon:valid_min = "-180" ; 

  lon:valid_max = "180" ; 

 

// global attributes: 

  :command_line = "" ; 

  :Conventions = "ARM-1.3 CF/Radial instrument_parameters" ; 

  :process_version = "" ; 

  :dod_version = "" ; 

  :site_id = "" ; 

  :platform_id = "" ; 

  :facility_id = "" ; 

  :data_level = "" ; 

  :location_description = "" ; 

  :datastream = "" ; 

  :institution = "U.S. Department of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) 
Climate Research Facility" ; 
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  :references = "See XPRECIPRADAR Instrument Handbook" ; 

  :doi = "10.5439/1884979" ; 

  :comment = "This is highly experimental and initial data. There are many known and 
unknown issues. Please do not use before contacting the Translator responsible scollis@anl.gov" ; 

  :attributions = "This data is collected by the ARM Climate Research facility. Radar system is 
operated by the radar engineering team radar@arm.gov and the data is processed by the precipitation radar 
products team. LP code courtesy of Scott Giangrande BNL." ; 

  :known_issues = "False phidp jumps in insect regions. Still uses old Giangrande code. Issues 
with some snow below melting layer." ; 

  :developers = "Maxwell Grover, ANL. Joseph O\'Brien, ANL. Robert Jackson, ANL. Zachary 
Sherman, ANL." ; 

  :translator = "https://www.arm.gov/capabilities/instruments/xprecipradar" ; 

  :mentors = "https://www.arm.gov/connect-with-arm/organization/instrument-
mentors/list#xprecipradar" ; 

  :source = "Colorado State University\'s X-Band Precipitation Radar (XPRECIPRADAR) 
(DOI: 10.5439/1844501)" ; 

  :input_datastreams = "xprecipradarcmacppi.c1" ; 

  :fields = "DBZ, corrected_reflectivity, time, lowest_height, rain_rate_A, snow_rate_ws88diw, 
snow_rate_m2009_1, snow_rate_m2009_2, snow_rate_ws2012, z, y, x, lat, lon" ; 

  :history = "" ; 
} 
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